
ASK OUR 
EXPERTS



What type of vaccines are available 
and which ones are recommended?

MPHO MATAMELAvv



Estimate profits for certain amounts of 
chickens to farm with? How many 
chickens = how much profit?

MPHO MATAMELAvv



In what quantities are Epol 
feed available?

MBUSI MAPHUMULOvv



At which time intervals do you 
switch the lights on and off as per 
the chart he showed?

MPHO MATAMELAvv



When I buy broiler feed in bulk 
from Epol, how long can I keep it 
in my storage?

MPHO MATAMELAvv



What height does a broiler 
house have to be? Average 
height?

AWONKE MNTLANE MTYINGILIvv



Advise on different types of 
wood shavings available?

NALEDI AMZOLELE PHIKEvv



Can you substitute finisher in the 
step of grower when finisher is 
not supplied locally?

ZUSIPHE MTIRARAvv



How many lights, feeders 
and drinkers is needed for 
100 chickens?

KATI SBONGILE NQABANEvv



What is biosecurity?

KATI SBONGILE NQABANEvv



How much should a noise distance 
be for proper broiler rearing when 
you live next to gravel road?

THAMBILE NOFINGXANAvv



Which disinfectors and 
fumigators should I use?

MEL CEEvv



What is optimal feed 
consumption ratios for 7, 14, 21 
and 28 days? And weight 
standards?

RANDALL LEONARD FORTUINvv



Is it safe to start broiling with 
small chicks in winter?

GADIFELE PHATSHWANEvv



SIFISO FIFIEvv

Should I trust my hatchery that they have 
vaccinated the chicks or should I still do my 
own vaccination irregardless. What vaccine 
do I use, at what point and how do I 
administer.



What are the problems related 
to administration of too much 
vaccine to the chicks?

MASHIYA SEROTOvv



When looking into Quality Management 
in the Poultry business what are the 
basic principles/guidelines or framework 
one could refer to, and how is the 
industry regulated to ensure that all 
stakeholders adhere to the 
requirements?

MASHIYA SEROTOvv



Is the paraffin heater 
(paraffin odour) harmful 
to chicks during brooding?

LWAZI DUNA MSIZIvv



What are the reasons for chicks migrating to 
certain points of a chicken house and what 
can you do to get an even spread across your 
floor to ensure your day old chicks get an 
optimum start the first few days? What is the 
best way to place chickens, full or half house 
brooding?

RANDALL LEONARD FORTUINvv



THANK 
YOU
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